My reminiscences of the Anglo-Boer War

THE AUTHOR TO THE READER.
In offering my readers my reminiscences of the late War, I feel that it is necessary to ask
their indulgence and to plead extenuating circumstances for many obvious shortcomings.
It should be pointed out that the preparation of this work was attended with many
difficulties and disabilities, of which the following were only a few:—
(1) This is my first attempt at writing a book, and as a simple Afrikander I lay no claim to any
literary ability.
(2) When captured by the British forces I was deprived of all my notes, and have been
compelled to consult and depend largely upon my memory for my facts and data. I would wish to
add, however, that the notes and minutiæ they took from me referred only to events and incidents
covering six months of the War. Twice before my capture, various diaries I had compiled fell into
British hands; and on a third occasion, when our camp at Dalmanutha was burned out by a
"grass-fire," other notes were destroyed.
(3) I wrote this book while a prisoner-of-war, fettered, as it were, by the strong chains with
which a British "parole" is circumscribed. I was, so to say, bound hand and foot, and always
made to feel sensibly the humiliating position to which we, as prisoners-of-war on this island,
were reduced. Our unhappy lot was rendered unnecessarily unpleasant by the insulting treatment
offered us by Colonel Price, who appeared to me an excellent prototype of Napoleon's custodian,
Sir Hudson Lowe. One has only to read Lord Rosebery's work, "The Last Phase of Napoleon," to
realise the insults and indignities Sir Hudson Lowe heaped upon a gallant enemy.

We Boers experienced similar treatment from our custodian, Colonel Price, who appeared
to be possessed with the very demon of distrust and who conjured up about us the same
fantastic and mythical plans of escape as Sir Hudson Lowe attributed to Napoleon. It is to his
absurd suspicions about our safe custody that I trace the bitterly offensive regulations
enforced on us.
While engaged upon this work, Colonel Price could have pounced down upon me at any
moment, and, having discovered the manuscript, would certainly have promptly pronounced
the writing of it in conflict with the terms of my "parole."
I have striven as far as possible to refrain from criticism, except when compelled to do so,
and to give a coherent story, so that the reader may easily follow the episodes I have
sketched. I have also endeavoured to be impartial, or, at least, so impartial as an erring human
being can be who has just quitted the bloody battlefields of a bitter struggle.
But the sword is still wet, and the wound is not yet healed.
I would assure my readers that it has not been without hesitation that I launch this work
upon the world. There have been many amateur and professional writers who have preceded
me in overloading the reading public with what purport to be "true histories" of the War. But
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having been approached by friends to add my little effort to the ponderous tomes of War
literature, I have written down that which I saw with my own eyes, and that which I
personally experienced. If seeing is believing, the reader may lend credence to my recital of
every incident I have herein recounted.
During the last stages of the struggle, when we were isolated from the outside world, we
read in newspapers and other printed matter captured from the British so many romantic and
fabulous stories about ourselves, that we were sometimes in doubt whether people in Europe
and elsewhere would really believe that we were ordinary human beings and not legendary
monsters. On these occasions I read circumstantial reports of my death, and once a long, and
by no means flattering, obituary (extending over several columns of a newspaper) in which I
was compared to Garibaldi, "Jack the Ripper," and Aguinaldo. On another occasion I learned
from British newspapers of my capture, conviction, and execution in the Cape Colony for
wearing the insignia of the Red Cross. I read that I had been brought before a military court
at De Aar and sentenced to be shot, and what was worse, the sentence was duly confirmed
and carried out. A very lurid picture was drawn of the execution. Bound to a chair, and
placed near my open grave, I had met my doom with "rare stoicism and fortitude." "At last,"
concluded my amiable biographer, "this scoundrel, robber, and guerilla leader, Viljoen, has
been safely removed, and will trouble the British Army no longer." I also learned with
mingled feelings of amazement and pride that, being imprisoned at Mafeking at the
commencement of hostilities, General Baden-Powell had kindly exchanged me for Lady
Sarah Wilson.
To be honest, none of the above-mentioned reports were strictly accurate. I can assure the
reader that I was never killed in action or executed at De Aar, I was never in Mafeking or any
other prison in my life (save here at St. Helena), nor was I in the Cape Colony during the
War. I never masqueraded with a Red Cross, and I was never exchanged for Lady Sarah
Wilson. Her ladyship's friends would have found me a very poor exchange.
It is also quite inaccurate and unfair to describe me as a "thief" and "a scoundrel". It was,
indeed, not an heroic thing to do, seeing that the chivalrous gentlemen of the South African
Press who employed the epithets were safely beyond my view and reach, and I had no chance
of correcting their quite erroneous impressions. I could neither refute nor defend myself
against their infamous libels, and for the rest, my friend "Mr. Atkins" kept us all exceedingly
busy.
That which is left of Ben Viljoen after the several "coups de grace" in the field and the
tragic execution at De Aar, still "pans" out at a fairly robust young person—quite an ordinary
young fellow, indeed, thirty-four years of age, of middle height and build. Somewhere in the
Marais Quartier of Paris—where the French Huguenots came from—there was an ancestral
Viljoen from whom I am descended. In the War just concluded I played no great part of my
own seeking. I met many compatriots who were better soldiers than myself; but on occasions
I was happily of some small service to my Cause and to my people.
The chapters I append are, like myself, simple in form. If I have become notorious it is not
my fault; it is the fault of the newspaper paragraphist, the snap-shooter, and the autograph
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fiend; and in these pages I have endeavoured, as far as possible, to leave the stage to more
prominent actors, merely offering myself as guide to the many battlefields on which we have
waged our unhappy struggle.
I shall not disappoint the reader by promising him sensational or thrilling episodes. He will
find none such in these pages; he will find only a naked and unembellished story.
BEN J. VILJOEN.
(Assistant Commandant-General of the Republican Forces.)
ST. HELENA,

June, 1902
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